
Three Trails for Birmingham City.
At long last the delayed project to produce
three Birmingham Building Stone Trail leaflets
concluded with the printing of 1000 copies of

each of the leaflets.  The leaflets are: Trail 1:- The Town
Hall to the Cathedral Square; Trail 2:- Centenary Square to
Brindley Place;
and Trail 3:-
Around  the
shops. Details
of the devel-
opment of
these t rai ls
has been cov-
ered in sev-
eral issues
(for example,
26) of the BCG
Newsletter.  
All the trails are based on the originals produced by
Ruth Sidall which have been available on the BCGS
web-site since 2017. Best of all, the leaflets are free!
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On-Line Geotrails, Mostly Free!
Meanwhile, it's always worth checking the
GCUK web-site and those of our member
groups to see what other geotrails are avail-
able for downloading or hard-copy purchase.

For example, Greater Manchester RIGS have a most
interest ing t ra i l

around Healey-
Dell, near Roch-
dale.
It's in the form of
a four-page tri-
fold leaflet. The
leaf let 's white
b a c k g r o u n d
helps to keep
down the cost of
printing it off on
an ink-jet printer!
Now, if only all
leaflets on web-
sites had an
'easy-print' ver-
sion as well as
the g lossy
printed one with
the graphics-rich
background. Of
course, the latter
should ideally be
formatted for use
on smart-phones
and tablet-PCs -
just in case you
want to save the
paper.  

Thinking of the Past, Looking Ahead.
Welcome to the third and last of the 2021 GCUK
newsletters. As always, my thanks to the contribu-
tors and the usual plea for items for the next news-
letter. This issue focuses on the varied, despite the
challenges of the pandemic, programmes offered
by member groups and draws some attention to
their often neglected web-site offerings. It's pleasing
to see a good number, even if all will probably have
to be Zoom (and who'd heard much of that be-
fore...) events for next year's first half or so. 
Traditionally, the year's end is when we look back
and reflect and look forward in anticipation. So, it
was with mixed feelings I did just that when compil-
ing this issue. Looking back over the year, it's
impressive how much has been undertaken by
member groups in such difficult times. Looking far-
ther back, a recent GA-hosted Zoom meeting re-
minded me of some, if not necessarily immediately
obvious, losses to the geoconservation community;
we sometimes forget that we are a broad and
inclusive community relying on people with many
different skill sets - be they from a bookseller and a
renowned palaeontologist to a museum curator.
Looking forward, it's remarkable how much, despite
the continuing and now seeming worsening again
situation, has been planned by member groups.
Most of us probably feel we've not been as produc-
tive as we might and admit to being a bit weary with
the necessary restrictions on our lives and activi-
ties. At least the coming months offer us time to
work indoors on our geoconservation promotion
and planning; so back to my put aside desktop
study about... Best wishes to you all!        
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stone was still in good
condition and visible
the Sharp’s Hill Beds
above had become
overgrown (left, top) due
to the clay rich, damp
nature of the beds.
Due to t ime con-
straints and weather
conditions, it was de-
cided to concentrate
on a small area of the
Sharp’s Hill Beds and
to leave some vegeta-
tion roots in place to
prevent too much ero-
sion (left, bottom). Follow-

ing the visit a small fallen
piece of rock was exam-
ined for fossil content and
found to contain fish frag-
ments and ostracods
which Owen Green ex-
pertly photographed (left)

for us. Details of the clearance were, of course, reported
back to Natural  England.  
.......................................................................................

The Corrour Estate: a plea
for geological Information.

Corrour Station, inaccessible by metalled road and in a wild area, is
an iconic stop on the West Highland railway line,  The Corrour

Estate is visited by
many walker’s intent
on Munro bagging
amd walking around
Loch Ossian, or just
visiting the station

café, but few pay attention to its geology. A recent environmental
report was created on behalf of the owners of the Estate. However,
it lacks any information about the geology and how that relates to
other aspects of the Estate, such as Rannoch Moor. Lochaber
Geopark and the Trust believe that an understanding of the geology
could significantly enhance the environmental report, visitor experi-
ences, and shed light on previously overlooked landscape features.
The Trust and the Estate's Conservation Officer have teamed up to
review the Estate's   geology over the coming years. Management of
other large estates could benefit from a similar approach, which will
ultimately lead to a better appreciation of the importance of land-
scape and geology as well as greater support and better funding for
geology both locally and nationally. If you have or are visiting the
Corrour Estate and know of an interesting geological feature, then
please share what you have found and any copies of photographs.
Please send to chair@scottishgeologytrust.org any information you have.

Some LGS Notes from Scotland.
The City of Edinburgh Council Local Sites Working
Group (LSWG):- Records the completion of updates of all
30 digital Local Geological Sites (LGS) reports and their
maps and photos. These are now with the CEC Planning.
The geodiversity action plan is part of the current Biodiver-
sity Plan.

West Lothian Council (LSWG):- Site Condition Monitoring
is under way with the first three of 51 sites using our
standard form. The Council have welcomed the first
completed report for Petershill Reservoir LGS as most
impressive. However, the Action Plan drafted by the British
Geological Survey some years ago has not yet been
implemented.

Scottish Borders Council (LSWG):- Even though the
completion of a suite of 35 LGS is relatively recent, site
condition monitoring of one or two more vulnerable sites may
be undertaken. The Local geodiversity technical note is
available on the SBC website at:
https://www.scotborders.gov.uk/downloads/file/7555/local_geodiversity_technical_n
ote

East Lothian Council (LSWG):- The 31 LGS are
enshrined in the proposed local development plan technical
note 11, 2018, PLANNING FOR GEODIVERSITY (available
on the Council's website).

Midlothian Council (LSWG):- With only 3 RIGS, volunteer
work has finally started on putting a suite of LGS on the
stocks. Four have been surveyed and drafted. The council
had hoped to fund this work.                         
.......................................................................................

Clearance Work at
Ditchley Quarry, Charlbury.

In early November a group of volunteers from Oxford-
shire Geology Trust undertook some clearance work at
Ditchley Quarry (also known as Town Quarry). The site
demonstrates a rock succession from the Bajo-
cian Clypeus Grit up to the basal Taynton Limestone
(Middle Bathonian). It was designated as an SSSI in
1986. As the site is an SSSI and privately owned the
group contacted and obtained approval from Natural
England prior to work being carried out and also worked
with a site representative. 

The quarry's
main face (left)

clearly showed
the Chipping Nor-
ton Limestone
but vegetation
covered the
Sharp’s Hill Beds
i m m e d i a t e l y
above  this June.

No clearance had been done at the site for over ten
years and although the main Chipping Norton Lime-



DIGS Continues its Practical
(Geo)Conservation Activities.

The DIGS Group has continued to carry out
conservation activities across Dorset over the

last five months. In late July we carried out some clearing
of invading vegetation (brambles and gorse) at Crack
Lane, Langton Matravers (near Swanage) where Purbeck

Broken Shell Limestone
(also known as Burr) is ex-
posed in a former quarry.
Apart from cleaning up the
exposure (left) we noted a
great variety of flowering
plants -  some 20 different

species. 
This showed how useful the geological conservation work
is to the limestone ecology. Further work was carried out
in October after the end of flowering season, and we are
hoping for further improvement in the variety of flora as a
result of this work. We are working with the National Trust
who own this site.

In October we organised a session at the Kingston Maur-
ward Chalk pit and the work force was augmented by
Kingston Maurward College. The extra eight students
plus their lecturer made
a great deal of differ-
ence to what we
achieved (right). Further
work was carried out in
October to clear the
vegetation at the top of
the exposure which re-
moved the brambles and other vegetation hanging down
over the exposure. 

At the beginning of November, we carried out work at the
Upwey road cutting (Dorchester Road) north of Wey-
mouth. The site is not a DIGS site but is part of the
Bincombe SSSI. The exposure was developed due to the
road improvement between Weymouth and Dorchester
prior to the Olympics in 2012. At the side of the old A354
there is an exposure of the top of the Portland Limestone
and the base of the Purbeck Beds. Further north on the

cycle way exposure
continues up though
the Purbeck Beds into
the Palaeogene. The
site is slowly deterio-
rating compared with
the situation in 2010

when the rock was first exposed, but was slowly grass-
ing over by 2012 (previous page, bottom left). However, we

feel that as it is a
good inland exposure
and it is worth man-
aging to keep the
face clear. as seen
recently (left). We plan
to return in spring to

carry out work on the east facing exposure. 
.......................................................................................

Our 2021 Autumn Programme.  
It still isn't clear when we will be able to
safely resume holding indoor meetings at the

University of Hull. To keep things running I've arranged
an autumn programme of virtual talks and actual field
meetings; their details are: 
21st September:- field-meeting, Mappleton led by Mike Horn;
21st October:- Zoom lecture 'A virtual field trip at Barmston'
by Arthur Speed;
18th November: club night on Zoom on 'My favourite
geological places';
2nd December:- Zoom lecture by Sam Griffiths of CITIZAN on
'Geology and Humans: Chalk and Cheese or intertwined';
Wednesday, 8th December:- Zoom lecture 'Mud Volcanoes of
the South Caspian Sea' by John Connor;
16th December 2021:- Virtual Club Night on Facebook on
'something geological beginning with J'.

In the New Year, I've arranged for:
6th January:- Zoom lecture 'The Boulder Clays of Holderness'
by Mike Horne;
?th February 2022:- Club Night (provisional) on 'curiosities
and treasures' with date to be confirmed.    

(Hon. General Secretary)

.......................................................................................

Just How Secure is Your and Our Past?
Recently I was approached by a GA colleague concern-
ing its local groups about a matter that's been on my
mind for some time for our member groups. With my
past training and work in museums, coupled with ar-
chive and library research, I've become quite concerned
- as we approach some 30 years of GCUK member
groups' foundations - that we haven't really much
thought about our shared history and associated ar-
chives. I've not long finished the somewhat laborious
tasks of digitally archiving (as PDF files) a charity's
bulky newsletter collection and four box-files of fossil
plant research notes from my museum curatorial days. I
did something similar, some two years ago, for the hard-
copies I had of the original RIGS Newsletter. Dealing with
bulky hard-copy is relatively straightforward, but material
in various on older programs' file formats and digital
media is quite another thing! (continued, next page)
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The 2021 Autumn Programme. 
The Group has announced a mixed events
programme for the autumn. All events are
free to members, unless otherwise stated,

but non-members are asked to pay a small fee for
attending field meetings and indoor events. A field
meeting was planned for: 
13th November:- to East Burnham Quarry (with kind
permission from Sumerleaze Ltd.), led by Graham Hickman.
The quarry provides a rare opportunity to see into a working site where
the gravel has been removed down to the chalk; several faces through
the gravels are exposed. The Group last visited it in 2016 and there was
quite a bit of interest in looking for Palaeolithic tools and examining the
paleo-sinkholes/dolines.  

A couple of Zoom talks have been arranged for late
2021/early 2022: 
11th December (4.00pm-5.30pm):- 'Canary islands - volcanoes
explained' by Dr Jill Eyers;

15th January (4.00pm-5.30pm):- 'Exploring Morocco’s
Palaeontological Riches' by Dr Mick Oates.

Members will be emailed a link to our Zoom talks; then
just click on the link and follow the instructions. If you
are not a member please request the link via:
bucksgeologygroup@gmail.com  

.......................................................................................

Cumberland Geological Society
The Society has arranged for late-2021/early-
2022 the following events:
5th December (starts 7.30pm):- Members’ Evening;

at the Friends’ Meeting House, Elliot Park, Keswick, CA12
5NZ;

12th January (starts 7.30pm):- Zoom talk 'Icelandic Plume' by
Prof  Nicky White (Cambridge University);

9th February (starts 7.30pm):- Zoom talk 'Geology of Islay and
Whisky' by Dr David Webster

16th March (starts 7.30pm):- AGM with venue to be confirmed.

The Society's events are open to non-members who
wish to try out the Society.
.......................................................................................

Just How Secure is Your and Our Past? (cont.)

Such legacy media can be quite a challenge to recover
these days if on diskettes; I'm still occasionally given
ZIP disks, as when in the past we looked at updating
the RIGS Handbook, to read for old files. The real chal-
lenge is when they've been prepared with once ubiqui-
tous legacy software - who's now heard of 'Volkswriter',
'Harvard Graphics', and 'Lotus 1-2-3' to name but a few?
Of course, they generally won't run on anything beyond
'Windows ME/2000'! Then, there is also the fire and
flood risk. So, perhaps now is the time to look at your
historic archive strategy; possibly an idea for a 2022
GCUK 'Records & Archives' workshop?!  
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Suffolk’s Public County
Geodiversity Sites.

GeoSuffolk continued to re-monitor its Public County
Geology Sites (CGS) over the summer. We have vis-
ited a further nine sites since July: Aspal Close in Beck
Row; Harkstead Cliff and Shore; Lakenheath Church;
Newbourne Springs and the Great Pit in Newbourne;

the Needham Lake er-
rat ic;  St Helena’s
Walks Pit, Dunwich;
and Westleton Com-
mon and Heath Pits.
the last is particularly
noteworthy for its (up

10/12cm in size) flint cobbles (above left).

Harkstead Cliff and Shore CGS is designated for its
Harwich Formation and its Pleistocene gravels and
‘brickearth’ (loess) deposits. The cliff (below) shows hori-

zontally bedded (early Eocene) Harwich Formation clay
with yellowish ash bands overlying the ‘Harwich Stone
Band’, with fallen blocks of it on the  foreshore. The top
of the cliff shows patches of  contorted Pleistocene
gravel. The cliff was in excellent condition when we
visited to condition monitor it in September; we espe-
cially found and noted the orange silty ‘brickearth’ de-
posit in the southern part of the cliff and on the shore.

Eight of the nine CGS we examined have retained their
'GOOD' status – so, a big thank you to everyone who
looks after them. However, St Helena’s Walks Pit in
Dunwich Forest has now been securely fenced by
Forestry England so that it no longer has public access;
we have therefore denotified it as a Public CGS. The
GeoSuffolk web site at:

www.geosuffolk.co.uk/index.php/geology-and-sites

has a list of our 28 Suffolk Public CGS; it's well worth a
look and you might find somewhere to visit in the New
Year!                                           
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9th February 9, 2022 at 7:30pm - 9:00pm:- Zoom Video Talk
on 'Ethiopian volcanics';

16th February at 7:30pm - 9:00pm:- Lecture on 'The Kilchrist
Caldera, Skye' at Kenilworth Methodist Church, 60 Priory
Road, Kenilworth;

16th March 16 at 7:30pm - 9:00pm:- Lecture on 'Wine,
Whisky and Beer – the role of geology' at Kenilworth
Methodist Church, 60 Priory Road, Kenilworth;

20th April at 7:30pm - 9:00pm:- Lecture on 'Jurassic Brain
Teasers' at Kenilworth Methodist Church, 60 Priory Road,
Kenilworth.

Further, it plans to hold, this year, on 8th December
(7:00pm - 9:00pm), a Christmas Social at St. Francis Church
Hall, Warwick Road, Kenilworth, CV8 1HL.
.......................................................................................

“So far we have been lucky. The rain, which threatens in the
high swirling clouds, has held off. The sheep are sheltering but
happily grazing on mossy banks above the drystone walls. There
are dramatic fans of scree to the left, stunted, wind-blasted trees
to the right and above them a forlorn-looking one-storied
whitewashed cottage huddles high on the hillside." (Wilson &
Richardson, 2009, p.54)

.......................................................................................

A Zooming Programme!
The Society has a programme of  talks
held on the second Monday of every

month and starting at 7.30pm. Those from late-autumn
2021 to spring 2022 are: 
8th November (follows the AGM which starts at 7pm):-
'Palynology and its applications: palaeontology’s darkest art'
by Dr Jan Hennissen (British Geological Survey);

13th December:- 'The Geology of the Lower Cam and Wicken
– From Horningsea to Upware in 10 Easy Steps' by Dr Steve
Boreham;

10th January:- 'Jurassic Calamari: new research on fossil
squid-like cephalopods from the Wessex Basin' by Prof. Hart
Malcolm (University of Plymouth);

14th February:- 'The Geology of the Chilterns and the impact
of HS2' by Dr Haydon Bailey (University of Birmingham);

14th March:- 'Geological features of the Gog Magog Hills' by
Prof Phil Gibbard & Dr Marian Holness.

All are free, although donations are welcome! People
just need to register by contacting the Society; once
registered they will be sent the ZOOM link each month.

Talks are recorded but the recorded version is only
available to CGS members as one of their membership
benefits.
.......................................................................................

“The fertile, damp, earthy Undercliff was everything that the prim
cobbles of nearby Lyme Regis were not. It was abandoned and
licentious, a steamy green Hades. It was, I think, the first time
that I made the connection between a place and its sensual, even
sexual, possibilities." (Parker, 2011, p.249)

Back to Zoom Meetings?!
Following some summer field meetings and
outdoor conservation work, for this autumn
several, with an emphasis on Zoom, meet-

ings have been arranged:
20th September:- Zoom meeting on the 'Geology of Devon &
Cornwall (and the minerals of the china clay pits' by Dr
Frank Ince (Russell Society);
18th October:- Zoom Meeting on 'Black Country Geopark:
Progress through its first year' by Graham Worton;
15th November:- Zoom Meeting on the 'Salt Industry and
Brine Subsidence' (examining the problems of brine
subsidence in Droitwich and Stafford) by Colin Knipe; 
13th December:- an indoor meeting on 'Deciphering the Fossil
Record' by Dr Dan Cashmore at the Dudley Archives- a
Christmas Special combining the with a Christmas Buffet.

For next year, a couple of meetings have already been
planned:
17th January:- an indoor meeting on the 'West Midlands
National Park' by Kathryn Moore;
21st February:- Zoom Meeting on 'The Rocks That Don't
Belong' by Dr Martha Johnson (University of Highlands &
Islands, Orkney). 
.......................................................................................

Not All a Zooming
Autumn & Winter!

The Warwickshire GeoConservation Group initially con-
tinued its Zoom meeting programme into the autumn;
for example:
15th September @ 7.00pm - 8.30pm:- Zoom Lecture on
Subsurface engineering and water resources of Greater
London' by Dr Jonathan Paul (Royal Holloway, University of
London);   
24th November @ 7.30pm - 9.00pm:- Zoom talk on 
'Volcanic Tsunamis: Krakatau, 1883 and 2018' by Dr Seb
Watt.
Although it also held on 18th September a visit, led by
Jon Radley, that had been rescheduled from 31st July, to
Bockley Quarry. On 21st September its members undertook
practical geoconservation work to clear the Arden Sandstone
exposure along the A4189 Warwick Road, (Blackford Hill), in
Henley in Arden. It is now holding meetings, over the
autumn and winter, as both in-person and zoom events;
for example:  
15th December at 7.30pm - 9.00pm:- Lecture in Kenilworth and
online via Zoom by Emeritus Professor Stuart Burley, Keele
University on 'A very British summer in the late Triassic:
torrential rain, the Arden Sandstone and the dawn of the
dinosaurs';

12th January at 7.30pm - 9.00pm:- Zoom lecture by Dr Aaron
Hunter on 'The secret life of the starfish/crinoid';

19th January at 7.30pm - 9.00pm:- Lecture on 'Mining on the
Iberian Peninsula' at Kenilworth Methodist Church 60 Priory
Road, Kenilworth';
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the business in 1988 and purport-
edly ‘retired’ in 1995, selling his
replica fossil manufacturing busi-
ness and museum contents to the
Open University (to which he'd
long supplied specimens), but re-
tained the second-hand book
business. He started winding
down that business and in 2001
closed the bookshop; however,
he continued trading books from
his home, I suspect as much for

the pleasure of it as the financial reward. I can recall my
pleasure in browsing through his stock at many GA
'Festivals' and other events. Whilst so doing, Stuart's
delightful and wide-ranging conversation was always
welcome as was the usual "Hi Tom, how are things?"; one
knew he genuinely was interested in the reply!   
In all my dealings with Stuart his knowledge, integrity
and gentlemanly nature shone through. As a school
head of geology and in various museum natural history
and education roles I inevitably used and purchased his
fine fossil casts for teaching purposes. It's a tribute to
his pioneering skill in developing the silicone moulding
process, and those boxed introductory sets, that they
almost became synonymous with the learning experi-
ence of most young and aspiring school and Open
University undergraduate geologists from the late-1960s
onwards in the UK. 
Stuart held a Guinness World Record, as the ‘world’s
slowest student’ - taking 28 years (1970-1998) to com-
plete his OU science degree. In so doing, I can only
thank him for making the time it took me to complete my
own part-time geology-based PhD seem so trivial.
Perhaps the most neglected aspect of his fossil casts
was their geoconservation contribution. They showed
that there's no need to strip geosites here and abroad
for the best of specimens for teaching, display and
souvenir purposes. Likewise, student field parties don't
need to hammer classic sites for their trophy character-
istic fossils. Further, I don't suppose anyone could rea-
sonably object to retailing fossil casts in geoparks,
where the sale of geological specimens is banned?!
Stuart had strong family connections with Essex, living
there for many years. He slipped away, of cancer, at his
Essex home in Witham, on 20th September 2021. Fit-
tingly he'd been born in Witham 91 years earlier on 2nd

July 1930. It was also fitting that his well-attended funer-
al's opening music was 'Unforgettable' and the closing
music was the 'Flight of the Bumble Bee'; his life was as
industrious as those creatures and he was as gregari-
ous as they in the right company. It was an unforgetta-
ble pleasure to know Stuart and his ilk is unlikely to be
much met with in the future.                        

Farewell to S.A. Baldwin - 'the
Fossil (Hall) Man'

It was with feelings at opposite
ends of the emotional  spectrum -
sad that a long-standing colleague
had passed away but so grateful to
have known him and to have valued
that acquaintance - that I attended
the civil funeral of Stuart Arnold
Baldwin in Chelmsford on 11th Octo-
ber. I'd known and bought from him
books (very much for myself) and
fossil reproductions (for a museum

education service) over many years. My first actual visit
to his 'Fossil Hall' premises, at Silver End near Witham
in Essex, was in April 1986 to purchase a copy of
Lindley & Hutton listed in the latest of those large
printed stock catalogues he irregularly produced, only to
discover it had not long been sold. Disappointed, I left
but only after Stuart 'mentioned' he had another UK
fossil flora in stock. Needless to say (and with my wife's
encouragement!) I returned within minutes and con-
soled myself with the purchase of a fine bound complete
copy of Kidston. I think that purchase was influenced by
the fact we'd just signed the mortgage papers for a flat
in a nearby new town! It was nice to be able to share
that anecdote with Bill George who has since published
a fine obituary (on which this article has freely drawn)
on the Essex Field Club website at:

https://www.essexfieldclub.org.uk/portal/p/Noteworthy+naturalist/s/35

Stuart's principal hobbies were book and fossil collect-
ing. The latter was commonly in the company of his
close friend of 60 years Mike Durkin, whose tribute at
the funeral was moving, amusing and told us so much
about Stuart the amateur (in the best of senses) geolo-
gist. In later years he had a keen interest in Egyptology
and bee-keeping. Stuart showed his deep interest in his
hobbies with meticulous research and it's a pity that
most of it was never published by him. Stuart did write
numerous articles and several books, including the self-
published John Ray (1627-1705) Essex Naturalist: a
summary of his life, work and scientific significance in
1986, Dinosaur Stamps of the World (co-authored with
Beverley Halstead) in 1991 and A Beginners Guide to
Second-hand Book-dealing in 1999.
Combining his two major interests, in 1959 he estab-
lished  his own business producing fossil replicas and
dealing in second-hand books, as well as running a
small museum with 100,000+ palaeontological and zoo-
logical specimens. I suspect only he could have got one
of the foremost popularizers of ecology and conserva-
tion, David Bellamy, to officially open (next column, top) at
Fossil Hall's expanded premises. He began to downsize
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A Belated Farewell to Past Colleagues.
The past couple of years have seen the loss of too
many colleagues involved in geoconservation work, a
handful of whom we've acknowledged in the pages of
this newsletter. Their full obituaries published elsewhere
often barely touch upon their geoconservation work.
Recently, I was reminded of two, in the truest sense,
gentlemen with whom I was fortunate and privileged to
share moments with at various conferences and other
geology events; their acknowledgement is long overdue!

I really only got to meet and know a little about Joe in
his later years. This was mainly through the GA 'Festival

of Geology' and Rock-
watch activities, especially
the weekends at the Lyme
Regis Fossil Festival. The
GA hosted a Zoom meet-
ing (left), this 25th Novem-
ber, to celebrate his life
and work.  His son,
Stephen, gave a talk full

of fascinating incites into Joe's fieldwork and home
life - stuff that few obituaries cover; likewise, some of
the other contributors. I particularly liked, having
shared with him the trepidation of a bus and train
journey back to London from Lyme Regis, stories of
his use of public transport to get to meetings in his
later years. I regret, with my passion for books, I
never visited the second-hand natural history book-
shop he ran from 1967-1989 when I lived in London. 

Joe, as the Zoom meeting exemplified, was one of the
UK's greatest amateur palaeontologists. He had no for-
mal training in it, but had more research, field-work and
awards than most professionals, and that was before
he'd retired! Joe was as keen to impart his knowledge

as much to non-specialists as to fel-
low researchers. He specialised in
fossil decapods (crustaceans) and
had a formidable publication record,
particularly on Brachyura (true
crabs) and other groups such as cir-
ripedes (barnacles). Kindly and very
modest, he inspired several genera-
tions of palaeontologists. Such was
Joe's work ethos that he worked
right up until he passed away, in
January 2019, aged 91; although
aged is perhaps inappropriate be-
cause he always seemed to have a
youthful twinkle and a ready smile.
Despite, or perhaps because of his,
outstanding academic palaeontologi-
cal expertise, Joe was at ease with

the people around him, especially with children inter-
ested in fossils. I'm not sure how he took to my efforts at
popularizing geology at the Fossil Festival (previous column,

bottom) and I never got him to try on one of the hats!  

Matthew Alexander Parkes wasn't just a colleague in my
geoconservation and geotourism research and writing,
and a very willing helpful one at that, but a lovely fellow
to boot. We first met in the late 1990s when he was a

contract geologist at the Geological
Survey of Ireland and involved in their
publications programme. Following the
April 1998  'Tourism in Geological
Landscapes'  ( le f t )  conference
(sponsored by the Geological Curators'
Group and the Geoconservation Com-
mission of the Geological Society)
held at the Ulster Museum in Belfast
we - and John H. Morris, also of the

Survey - exchanged information / publications and about
my developing approaches to geosite interpretive provi-
sion;  this was a somewhat more enlightened response
than the reviewer in Coprolite (the Geological Curators'
Group (GCG) newsletter) who'd written  about my in-
vited keynote address that I'd amused "...the audience with
quotes from panels, guides, and displays. However, curators...
would be less amused." and aptly demonstrated Matthew's
life-long learning approach to his work. This was all
before he got the post at the National Museum of
Ireland (NMINH) in 2005 that he made so much his own,
very much to the benefit of the broader Irish geological
community - as the Irish Geological Association (IGA)
(at: Matthew%20Parkes/Dr%20Matthew%20Parkes_IGA.html) and Mu-
seum (at: Matthew%20Parkes/Matthew%20Alastair%20Parkes,%20NMI.html)
obituaries make clear.

Following undergraduate geology studies at Sheffield,
Matthew completed a  PhD, in biostratigraphy and pal-
aeontology, at the National University of Ireland, Galway
in 1990; after which he became a passionate advocate
for Ireland’s geological heritage, of which he developed
an encyclopedic knowledge. This strong scientific back-
ground underpinned his work to promote it to the widest
possible audience, much contributing to the one of the
key aspects of geotourism - geointerpretation. He au-

thored and co-authored numerous
populist geology books on the Irish
local and county-wide areas; these,
at the technical level, were under-
pinned by many geoheritage reports
(left) for county councils across Ire-
land. He had a keen interest in the
industrial history of Irish mining. He
delivered numerous public lectures,
talks (such as 'Caves as County Geo-
logical Sites' at:

  



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DtB3mAEWSqQ - which presciently
he delivered on 1st October 2020), and workshops,
together with leading field excursions. Matthew went
out of his way to encourage other young, whether in
age or career stage, geologists.
As a trained (distance learning MA, Leicester Univer-
sity) museum officer, and eventually Chairperson of the
GCG, he co-authored a key report (below left) on Ireland's
geological collections. He was also instrumental in sav-
ing the IGA Archive, ensuring it's permanently housed

in NMINH; it's now a publicly
accessible element of the his-
tory of geology heritage of Ire-
land. He trained the IGA 's vol-
unteers in document preserva-
tion, and did everything possi-
ble for the museum to make
sure that the IGA had all it
needed when working to or-
ganise and preserve the ar-
chive. In this and other geoher-
itage work he gave literally
freely, including weekends and
holidays, his spare time.  

On the all too rare occasions our paths crossed, usually
at the Geological Society of London's apartments, Mat-
thew was good and interesting company; he expressed
genuine interest in one's activities, especially geological
and outdoor activities - although I didn't share his
enthusiasm for caving! It was through mentioning my
interest in cycling and geology, particularly along the
'Nicky Line' and tracing the European cycling routes of
an Anglo-Irish geologist, I discovered his relative to me
local roots. He grew up in Flamstead and went to
school in Hemel Hempstead, both in Hertfordshire.
Anyway, he most kindly sought out and forwarded to
me some material on the cycling geologist I'd been
unable to obtain in the UK. 

Matthew unexpectedly passed away, from a heart at-
tack, on 23rd October 2020. Whilst his outstanding work

and publications are his official re-
corded memory and academic
legacy, his impact on those he met
will be recorded in their long-kept
warm remembrance of him. As we
approach the 25th anniversary of
that Belfast conference perhaps a
meeting (ideally Zoom or combined
with an in-person event to facilitate
a wide audience) about, and in rec-
ognition of Matthews contribution

to, conserving and promoting Ireland's geoheritage
might be appropriate? It's just a thought.
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Do You Know What You're Missing?

Fancy a New Year's
Day walk? Why not
try an online ge-
otrail? That for Can-
nock Chase by the
Staffordshire RIGS
Group is ideal. Its
leaf let introduces
both the place's geo-
morphology (above)

and geology (left). It's
available on the GCUK website at:

https://geoconservationuk.files.wordpress.com/2021/04/ccgeotrail.pdf

Meanwhile, do look at your local GCUK member group's
website and see what's on your doorstep.   

  



This newsletter is published
by GeoConservationUK

and is sponsored by
Rockhounds Welcome!

Editor: Dr. Thomas A. Hose
to whom correspondence
should be addressed at:
t.hose123@btinternet.com

Copy for the next GEONEWS issue, for April 2022, must be
with the Editor by 16th March 2022 at the very latest!
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Tying in with 2022 Special Events.
When planning events for next year GCUK member
groups might wish to make use of some of the existing
networks, together with national/international themed
days and weeks to help promote their own activities.
Geoconservation, geodiversity and geoheritage activi-
ties have a much lower profile with the general public
than anything relating to biodiversity. Whilst it might
always seem like a battle to get the appropriate recogni-
tion, by using national and international themes next
year there are some significant dates to think about:

7th-15th May:- Geoweek - Active Geoscience. Events can
be publicised on the website and this is a good way to
promote local activity (see https://earth-science.org.uk/geoweek/);

6th October:- the first 'International Geodiversity Day';  

9th-15th October:- 'Earth Science Week', organised by
the Geological Society of London. The theme is the
'Year of Sustainability' so it might be possible, with
some thought, to link to this and get additional publicity
on the GSL website at: https://www.geolsoc.org.uk/ 

It's always worth looking out for such opportunities.  
(GCUK Chair)

......................................................................................

A Publication Avenue for
Your LGS/RIGS Work?

The Geological Curators’ Group pub-
lishes a peer-reviewed journal The Geo-

logical Curator for which we are always
willing to receive papers on all rel-
evant geological subjects, such as:

  Curation / collections management

  Collecting

  Collection reviews

  Digitisation / Imaging / Replication

  Conservation / Preparation

  Learning / Education

  Public engagement / Citizen Science/ Volunteers

  Exhibitions / Display techniques

  The geological trade

  Museum management

  History of geological collections / collectors / museums

  Geoheritage / Geoconservation

  Policies / Ethics

We normally publish issues twice a year (winter and
summer), and are actively looking for submis-
sions. Papers must meet the journal require-
ments and are subject to peer-review. Instruc-
tions for authors, journal policies, and previous

issues (including open access issues) can be found on
the following page: 

https://www.geocurator.org/resources/18-geological-curator

Journal access is normally restricted to GCG members
only for two years, after which they are open to all on
our website  https://www.geocurator.org/ . If you would like to
submit a manuscript for consideration or propose a
contribution please email journal@geocurator.org – we
would love to hear from you!                 
........................................................................................ 

Talks & Field Meetings in 2022.  
All meetings are held virtually, unless stated otherwise;
arranged for 2022 are:  
17th February (lunchtime):- 'The A to Z of toxic rocks across
time' with Tim Carter;
17th March (lunchtime) 'Lyell, Darwin and the principle of
reasoning in geology' with Gordon Chancellor (Darwin Online
Project); 
21st April (lunchtime) 'Andrew Crombie Ramsay: insights into
mid-19th century geology from his papers archive' with Anne
Barrett (Archivist, Imperial College London);
23rd June (lunchtime):- 'Arthur Young and the first geological
maps of Norfolk and Suffolk' with Peter Riches. 

Guests are welcome to attend talks/lectures for a small
admission charge. Registration is via 'Eventbrite' where
an outline of each event can be found. 
There is also a field-meeting (re-scheduled from 2021)
planned: 
13th - 14th May:- 'Malvern Rocks: Geology in a Victorian Health
Resort' convened in Malvern by Tim Carter.    
......................................................................................

......................................................................................

  


